The Business Challenge

Never before have the challenges of Information Governance been more critical than they are today. Businesses continue to face the ongoing challenge of meeting their information governance process obligations and compliance requirements; while trying to improve business engagement, and reduce the associated operating costs and overall business risks. Building a sustainable solution for understanding and managing these complex business and technical information processes without escalating operational costs is crucial to satisfy increased GRC requirements.

An important part of the challenge arises from missing business context and lack of any self-service ability to detect and assess changes and understand their business impacts. No longer can organisations afford to focus on silos of regulatory change with lack of end-to-end visibility across organisational boundaries and complex information ecosystems.

What does ALEX™ Provide?

ALEX™ is an end-to-end Information Governance, Risk and Compliance Solution for Departments and Enterprises that enables sustainability and efficient management of information assets across a diverse business and technology landscape, resulting in retained IP and reduced business risk. Successfully implemented at one of the world’s top Banks to manage and reduce the risk on a series of complex and business critical information management environments, the ALEX™ solution provides a platform for identifying, connecting and managing Business and IT Risks associated with information assets across organisational boundaries, while supporting the reduction of on-going efforts associated with Information Management support and Information Asset enhancement activities.

Why ALEX™ for GRC?

• Enables identification and management of risks while ensuring the sustainability of the ‘Information Governance Process’
• Reduces the cost of controls, on-going support and operating activities; ultimately reducing Total Cost of Ownership and reducing overall business risks
• Enables actionable change management while ensuring integrity and auditability, and building trust across organisational boundaries
• Supports shared understanding of the nature and characteristics of data and processes used for business reporting and analytics
• Enables rapid and agile capture of important metadata across multiple technical and business operating environments
• Provides support for flexibility and configurable methodologies and workflows
• Helps meet the regulatory requirements in a more efficient and sustainable way

Why ALEX™?

✓ Enhanced visibility into data
✓ Reduced cost of controls and business risk
✓ Innovative features and business focused functionalities
✓ Sustainable solution in an environment of change

manage information risks across your organisation

Request a Free Demo
contact@alexsolutions.com.au

Engage with ALEX team for a better understanding of how ALEX could help you protect and enhance your business information assets today